Applications

Microsoft Office 2010
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Respondus Lockdown Browser
iTunes
QuickTime
PowerDVD
Roxio

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGic
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 LearnStation
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader
Applications

Microsoft Office 2010
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Respondus Lockdown Browser
iTunes
SecondLife
ParTest
CPS
OCLC Connexion

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGic
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 ColorPro
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader
Applications

Microsoft Office 2010
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Respondus Lockdown Browser
iTunes
SecondLife
ParTest
CPS
OCLC Connexion

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGic
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 ColorPro
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader

Instructor
Applications

Microsoft Office 2010
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Respondus Lockdown Browser
iTunes

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGic
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 ColorPro
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader
West Library Email Computers

Valencia College Library

Applications

Internet Explorer
Firefox
Office viewers
*No printing available*

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGic
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 ColorPro
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader

First Floor

Second Floor Loft

EMAIL01 EMAIL02 EMAIL03 EMAIL04 EMAIL05 EMAIL06 EMAIL07 EMAIL08
Applications

Microsoft Office 2010
Adobe CS6 Master Collection
AutoCAD 2013 Suite
SolidWorks
MatLab
Respondus Lockdown Browser
iTunes
SecondLife
(See catalog for full list)

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGIC
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 LearnStation
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader

Blue Printer (B&W)
Blue Printer (Color)
Applications

Microsoft Office 2010
Adobe CS6 Master Collection
AutoCAD 2013 Suite
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Respondus Lockdown Browser
iTunes
SecondLife

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGic
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 ColorPro
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader

PRINT02
PRINT01

SPACE02
SPACE03
Windows
Windows

SPACE08
SPACE09
Mac
Mac

SPACE11
Mac

SPACE07
MAC

SPACE04
MAC

SPACE05
MAC

SPACE06
MAC

Brown Printer
Applications

Microsoft Office 2010
Adobe Photoshop CS5.5
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Respondus Lockdown Browser

To launch accessible applications, use these keyboard shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+J: JAWS
Ctrl+Alt+M: MAGiC
Ctrl+Alt+K: Kurzweil 3000 ColorPro
Ctrl+Alt+E: Dolphin EasyReader